There was a girl named Zoey who lived on a zebra farm. The little zebras went to school. There was one little zebra who was different than the others. The other zebras made fun of her.
One day Zoey saw the little zebra crying. Zoey asked what’s wrong. The little zebra said she didn’t feel loved by the other zebras. Zoey was surprised to know zebras can talk. The little zebra said “Yes I can but don’t tell the others because they will make fun of me. I am only to talk zebra”.
The little zebra’s name was Zippy. Zippy and Zoey became friends. Zippy showed Zoey how she can change from black and white to pink hearts and stars. Zoey said to Zippy “You really are special”.
One day a baby zebra escaped from the farm. No one could find the baby. Zippy told Zoey that she could fly. Zoey jumped on Zippy’s back to look for the missing baby zebra.
Zoey and Zippy found the baby zebra hiding under a bush. They brought the baby back to the zebra farm. All the zebras were happy. Zippy was a hero. All the zebras wanted to play with her.